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TOP 10 ELIMINATION DIET MISTAKES

If you’re reading this, I’m guessing you have tried an elimination diet (or have considered
going on one) and you’re questioning if they really work.

Let me start by saying I’m a fan of elimination diets.
BUT &_l b rf gq gq _ ` ge @SR' ó

They only work if know how to do them properly.

As a specialist in this area, I’ve personally guided many clients through an elimination diet
(including myself) and on average, they experience a 60-70% drop in overall symptoms
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within the first 30 days.

Ironically, the vast majority of my clients have already done an elimination diet &mp ru m,, mp
rf pccó '  and haven’t gotten results.

Sometimes, in fact, when they attempted an elimination diet on their own, their symptoms
got u mpqc. Not exactly the pay off you’d hope for after restricting your diet to a
monotonous few foods.

So today I want to review the top 10 elimination diet mistakes so if you decide to do one
yourself, you improve your chances of success.

Who Should Try an Elimination Diet?
If you suspect you have food sensitivities or other adverse reactions to foods (which often
manifest as digestive issues, skin disorders, joint pain, autoimmune problems, trouble
losing weight, fatigue, infertility, and more), an elimination diet is a key part of the healing
process.

Elimination diets remain the gold standard in confirming food sensitivities (even when lab
testing has been done) and figuring out your unique “dose tolerance” to individual foods.
By removing problematic foods, at least for a period of time, and then reintroducing
certain foods, you can identify your reactive (or trigger) foods and which foods your body
can handle.

Top 10 Elimination Diet Mistakes
1. Quitting When You Feel Worse (at the beginning)
Many people expect that when you go on an elimination diet, you will instantly feel better.
This isn’t always the case.

If you have regularly been consuming reactive foods and eliminate them cold-turkey, you
can experience withdrawal symptoms. Essentially, your body has adapted to this regular
onslaught of inflammation and either up-regulated or down-regulated certain pathways to
help clear out problematic food antigens and other inflammatory mediators.

When you remove the trigger, it takes time for those mechanisms to find a new equilibrium.
It’s somewhat akin to an alcoholic going through withdrawal when they enter rehab,
though usually less severe symptom-wise. Sometimes this period of adjustment can last
for two weeks, leaving you to scratch your head over why you’re fatigued, experiencing
headaches, or having strange bowel movements.

http://pilatesnutritionist.com/food-sensitivities/
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Unfortunately, if you are not aware of this, you may assume that the foods included in your
elimination diet are causing your symptoms to get worse. This can lead you to eliminate
even more foods from your diet – and they may very well be the foods your body needs to
heal.

2. Following a Cookie Cutter Plan
I can’t even begin to count how many elimination diets are out there. And I don’t
recommend any of them.

Why?

Because our bodies are different and there is no such thing as a one-size-fits-all with
elimination diets. There are certain foods that are generally inflammatory or that are a first-
line choice to eliminate, but what if you’re the 25% of the population that has no reaction to
that food?

And what if you are, instead, in the 25% of the population that reacts to seemingly benign
foods, like pears? or lemons? or spinach? or turmeric? or black pepper?
I’ve seen all of these foods (and more odd-ball items) show up on food sensitivity tests.

With the help of accurate food sensitivity testing, it’s now possible to plan a fully
customized elimination diet that improves your chances of success.

If you’ve tried an elimination diet and haven’t seen improvement after more than 2 weeks,
there’s a good chance you’re reacting to something in your diet and it could be as bizarre
as black pepper, coconut oil, or carrots.

Food sensitivity testing and the assistance of a specialist can save you months (or years)
of trial and error (and debilitating symptoms).

3. Lacking Nutrient-Dense Foods
Nutrient deficiencies contribute to, in my opinion, almost every chronic health problem. So,
if you’re not careful in planning an elimination diet, you may become deficient in a variety
of nutrients.

Classically, I’ve seen severe imbalances in macronutrients (carbs, fat, protein) that can
contribute to all manner of hormone issues, blood sugar problems, or even trigger new
digestive symptoms to develop.

Equally concerning are the micronutrient deficiencies that can develop. For example, if
you eliminate eggs, you can easily become deficient in choline (unless you’re up-to-speed
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on the few other foods that contain it in any meaningful amount).

This becomes a major problem for women trying to conceive, those that are pregnant, and
breastfeeding moms given choline’s crucial role in preventing neural tube defects and
promoting normal brain and vision development. (Of course, choline is also uber
important for children and adults of both sexes for proper liver function, cardiovascular
health, and brain health, to name just a few).

That example is just focused on ml c dmmb and ml c l srpgcl r, but the possible nutrient
deficiencies are virtually endless if you’re not well-versed in this area.

4. Focusing on Elimination, Not Inclusion
An elimination diet is a bit of a misnomer.

Yes, it involves eliminating certain foods. However, if you’re not eating those foods,
what _pc you going to eat?

It’s far too easy to get stuck in the whole “I can’t eat that” negative mental chatter. I know
because I’ve been there.

If, instead, you change the focus to what you _pc including in your diet, you’ll be able to
see all the variety you can have. That helps you plan which foods will fill in any nutritional
gaps left by the foods you are avoiding.

You’ll also avoid the trap of swapping one problem food for another. For example, if you
decide to go gluten-free, buying processed, gluten-free products is likely not going to
solve your problems. &?l b _ars_jjw* osgrc _ dcu  md k w ajgcl rq f _t c ` ccl  ejsrcl +dpcc dmp
wc_pq ` cdmpc qcci gl e k w f cjn* ` sr rf cw f _t cl %r emrrcl  ` crrcp, Qmk crgk cq rf c _bbgrgt c+
ãjjcb* ejsrcl +dpcc npmbsarq rf cw%t c ` ccl  sqgl e _pc rf c asjnpgr,'

5. Failure to Plan Ahead
Elimination diets take planning – a lot of it!

I’m pretty free-spirited around food, since I like to embrace mindful eating and eat what
I’m in the mood for, what’s in season, or what I can forage for. But undertaking an
elimination diet doesn’t allow that kind of laissez faire attitude (at least, not in the
beginning).

By all means, mindful eating does NOT go out the window &_r jc_qr gl  k w np_argac gr
bmcql %r' , but it does pay to work through which food combinations, meals, and recipes will
incorporate the foods you are including (and will meet your nutritional needs).

http://pilatesnutritionist.com/im-not-eating-almonds-anymore/
http://pilatesnutritionist.com/fiddlehead-quiche/
http://pilatesnutritionist.com/how-to-know-if-youre-truly-hungry/
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If you haven’t thought through what you are going to eat, I suggest coming up with at least
3-5 options for breakfasts, lunches, dinners, snacks, and beverages to carry you through
the time you’ll be on the elimination diet.

If you frequently eat out, travel, or go to events where you don’t have control over what
you’re eating, you might want to choose to start an elimination diet at a time where you
have the fewest interruptions &mp k _ẁ c f _t c _ f c_pr+rm+f c_pr u grf  wmspqcjd _` msr u f _r%q
k mqr gk nmpr_l r ç wmsp f c_jrf  mp wmsp jgdcqrwjc=' ,

Remember, there’s no half-assing an elimination diet. It’s a HUGE commitment. You
have either eliminated certain foods or you have not.

And given that some food sensitivities cause a delayed hypersensitivity reaction that can
appear days after consumption, that margarita you had on Friday night could be
triggering your brain fog Tuesday afternoon. Pretty tricky to make the connection if you
don’t know what you’re looking for and virtually impossible if you’re cheating – even just
once a week.

Some of my clients seek my help after having tried half a dozen elimination diets, but
when we really dig into the details, sometimes they have never truly eliminated anything
for long enough to experience a shift.

6. Ignoring Dose-Tolerance
Let’s say you eat a large salad for lunch and feel bloated and gassy afterwards. Your first
suspicion is that you’re reacting to something in the salad. You might choose to avoid
some (or all) ingredients in that salad moving forward.

However, that’s not necessarily the wisest choice. You may, in fact, not be highly reactive
to any of the ingredients in the salad if eaten in moderate quantities, but when eaten in
large amounts (especially all at once), you may experience symptoms.
This is called a dose-response reaction. A little bit of something is fine. A lot of it puts you
over the edge.

Keep in mind that some food sensitivities have a cumulative effect, meaning eating a lot of
a certain food (or combination of certain foods) over a relatively short period of time (a few
days, maybe) can trigger symptoms. This again points to the importance of a well-
planned elimination diet, so you remove as many of these variables as possible.

To play devil’s advocate, dose tolerance also means that you may be able to handle an
occasional serving of a reactive food without experiencing symptoms.

7. Skipping the Reintroduction Phase
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If you’ve been on an elimination diet and are feeling fantastic, you may be tempted to
continue eating that way. Depending on how restricted your diet is, that may be fine.

For example, if you’re following a Paleo template and feel great without including grains,
dairy, and legumes in your diet, but you have plenty of animal foods, a selection of fruits,
vegetables, nuts, etc., you’re likely ok.

However, if your elimination diet started with a small list of foods, like the dreaded Rice-
Lamb-Pear elimination diet, or even a more inclusive list of 20 or so foods, you’ll want to
add in variety before you burn out (or develop new food sensitivities – see #8).

A common mistake I see on elimination diets is staying on a restrictive plan for too long,
hitting a breaking point of monotony, and then throwing in the towel entirely and returning
to your previous way of eating.

Technically that’s not a full elimination diet, because as I mentioned above, the goal of an
elimination diet is not only to identify trigger foods, but to identify the broad list of foods
that your body rf pgt cq on.

If you’ve done the careful work of eliminating foods and felt improvement, this is precisely
the time you want to reintroduce foods and test for tolerance. A big part of this is body
awareness (hence my focus on mindful eating), and when you’ve removed all variables by
initially limiting your diet, you can accurately test for one food at a time.

Let me repeat: ONE food at a time.

&Gd wms bml %r f _t c dmmb qcl qgrgt grw rcqrgl e rm esgbc _ pcgl rpmbsargml  qaf cbsjc* wms u gjj jgi cjw
l ccb rm qn_ac msr dmmbq k mpc _l b qncl b _ dcu  cvrp_ k ml rf q gl  _ a_pcdsj pcgl rpmbsargml
nf _qc' ,

8. Staying on an Elimination Diet Too Long
There’s a good reason the most common food sensitivities are to foods that are staples in
most households.

Not to beat a dead horse, but part of a well-planned elimination diet involves building in
enough variety so you don’t over-consume any given food, at least until you have a
working knowledge of your body’s individual tolerance.

Once you’ve worked through the reintroduction period, you want to be sure you are
rotating your food choices regularly to prevent new food sensitivities from developing.

Before modern agriculture, food rotation was naturally built into our lives.
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Certain vegetables were only harvestable during a certain month.

Some trees only bear fruit for a 2-week window.

There was a season when some animals would have migrated through your region
that you could hunt, whereas others would migrate a different time of year.

Dairy was only available, in appreciable quantities, when baby mammals were
weaning.

Simply put, we weren’t eating the same thing every day for a lifetime.

So if you’ve noticed that some food have become a staple in your diet, make it a priority to
find some alternatives so you don’t rely too heavily on any given food.

That might mean varying your salad greens, protein options, snacks, alternative flours,
and even your spices. It might mean occasionally taking a break from an entire food
group if you suspect it’s flaring up any issues.

9. Assuming All Problematic Foods are Forever Unsafe
Just because eliminating a food at one time helped you heal doesn’t mean it’ll stay that
way forever. Our bodies are constantly changing, life is constantly changing, our stress
levels are constantly changing, so to assume that a food may be off limits forever is
nonsensical.

Yes, there may be certain foods that you choose to avoid long-term. For example, if you
have an autoimmune disease, you’ll likely want to stay gluten-free. &?l b wcq* rf cpc%q l m
nmgl r gl  _bbgl e ` _ai  gl  npmacqqcb hsl i  dmmb, Qmppw rm ` spqr wmsp ` s` ` jc,'

But as your gut heals and inflammation subsides, some people will regain the ability to
digest and assimilate a wider variety of foods. So don’t throw out that possibility and feel
doomed to a life of limited food options. Keep your focus on including (and enjoying) as
much nutrient-dense real food in your diet as possible.

(More than a year after my own food sensitivity journey, that’s what I’ve determined is true
for me and almonds. Success!)

10. Not Looking Beyond Food
It may seem like changing your diet will be the key to solving your health problems, but
that’s not always the case. You can be diligently follow a strict food plan and not get

http://pilatesnutritionist.com/im-not-eating-almonds-anymore/
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better.

Why?

Sometimes there’s more to it than what you’re eating.

For example, I had one client who was experiencing horrible bloating, but it wasn’t always
after eating and there wasn’t an obvious pattern to her symptoms – that is – until we took a
close look at her routine. She was consistently getting bloated during and after her
showers. Luckily, since we had the results of food AND chemical sensitivity testing, we
were able to identify the problematic chemical in both her shampoo and body wash. Once
we switched those out for a cleaner product, her bloating disappeared.

Remember, the purpose of an elimination diet is to remove ALL potential triggers for
a period of time.

Some key things to look out for: strange chemicals or dyes in personal care products
(toothpaste, mouthwash, lotions, make up, etc), medications, supplements, and cleaning
products. (Follow my “guilty until proven innocent”rule.)

Also, the foods and chemicals you are avoiding may be hiding under different names.
Wheat, corn, MSG, and many others are found in countless products under an array of
benign-sounding names.

Then there’s the tricky part, which is that certain foods can be a natural source of
chemicals. For example, almonds are high in salicylic acid, tea is high in benzoic acid,
and celery is naturally high in nitrate. If you’re reactive to chemicals, you need a pretty
strong working knowledge of food chemistry to know all those little details and fine-tune
your elimination diet.

Now that you’ve had a primer on the top 10 elimination diet
mistakes, I’d love to hear from you!

Have you ever tried an elimination diet? What was your experience?
If you could do it again, would you do anything different?

http://pilatesnutritionist.com/5-mystery-chemicals-hiding-food/

